Over the last few years, states have introduced and passed dozens of bills that would reduce prescription drug prices and spending, using a range of different strategies. To date, though, one potential strategy remains largely a federal initiative – the use of international reference pricing, also referred to as an international pricing index, to set an upper payment limit for purchasers. Given the large disparities in prices charged for many essential medicines in the United States as compared with many peer countries, a reference-pricing approach could result in large savings for states and their citizens. Further, many other countries have already deployed reference pricing models successfully, demonstrating their feasibility and suggesting best practices for implementation.

This brief describes the essential features of a state-based, international reference-pricing proposal, considering key design choices that would be made in its implementation and providing guidance on several potential implementation issues. This brief also articulates the key legal challenges states are likely to face in developing an international reference pricing model and recommends ways that states might design the program to minimize or avoid these legal concerns.

I. Proposal for State-Based International Reference Pricing

The core of this proposal is to enable a state to create upper payment limits on the basis of an international reference price. This brief explores three key design choices that states will face as part of this effort: the target populations, the site of the regulated transaction, and the acquisition of information. Although there are other relevant factors as well in designing these programs, each of these choices affects not only the scope and impact of the reference pricing program, but also the set of potential legal challenges (articulated in Part II) that are likely to be brought against it.

1. Identifying the Target Populations

In developing a proposed international reference pricing program, a state must choose its target populations. First and most obviously, states may seek to apply this program to the prescription drugs purchased by a variety of state actors. States serve as both purchasers of and payers for prescription drugs for a wide range of populations, perhaps most notably for Medicaid beneficiaries, public employees, and people who may be incarcerated. Adopting a reference-pricing approach within these populations would permit states to lower their own spending on prescription drugs, and in the case of public employees, would provide the opportunity to lower patients’ out-of-pocket costs as well.
Second, states may also seek to extend this program to private purchasers or payers. States have a direct financial interest in the prices obtained by these insurance plans, most obviously through the state tax exclusions provided to employer sponsored coverage and tax-deductibility of coverage that individuals may choose to purchase, but also through the increased burdens that high prescription drug prices place on a large number of Americans. As such, states may seek to extend the benefits of an international reference pricing system to private payers, on behalf of their citizens. States are within their rights to extend these benefits to non-ERISA plans operating within the state but will face substantial legal difficulties in mandating that these benefits be extended to self-funded ERISA plans. However, states would be on firmer ground making an international reference pricing program available to ERISA plans on an opt-in basis. Applying reference pricing to these populations would also permit private payers to lower patients’ out-of-pocket costs.

2. Choosing the Site of the Regulated Transaction

States seeking to implement an international reference pricing program must also articulate where the program is to be implemented. In other words, which of the many transactions along the complex prescription drug supply chain is to be benchmarked to the international price in question? The core of the international reference-pricing approach is that it sets the maximum price that the insurer is willing to pay for the relevant prescription drug. It imposes no restriction on pharmaceutical companies’ ability to charge prices that exceed the reference pricing benchmark, but merely does not force payers to accept that price and does not guarantee that companies will find a willing buyer at the price of their choosing. As such, the clearest way to conceive of the regulated transaction would be to target the purchase of the product by the insurer in question. Under this approach, the law in question provides that the purchaser or payer will not provide reimbursement for the drug in question at a price that exceeds the maximum benchmarked price, whether the purchase is from the manufacturer or a wholesaler. Alternatively, states might also choose to regulate the terms of the sale of prescription drugs from the manufacturer or wholesaler to the retail pharmacy located in the state and/or the transaction in which the in-state consumer is dispensed the drug by a retail pharmacy. However, this latter approach may constrain states’ ability to apply a reference-pricing approach to physician-administered drugs.

3. Obtaining the Relevant Pricing Information

In order to implement an international reference pricing system, states must be in a position to gather the relevant international pricing information needed to set the benchmark price. In theory, states could compel manufacturers to disclose the relevant international prices per unit of the relevant drug products, or face civil fines for a lack of compliance. But obtaining the information directly from the manufacturers not only would likely lead to litigation seeking to invalidate the legislation on trade secrecy grounds, but also would require states to invest in efforts to ensure compliance with the reporting requirements and to enforce those requirements. Instead, states can more easily obtain the information from various available data sources.

One commonly used data source is IQVIA’s database on international sales and volume, referred to as MIDAS. MIDAS contains information about drug prices from nearly 100 countries, and
interested states might purchase a license to MIDAS’ data, as federal government entities have done.5 Instead, though, states might seek to use publicly available data from countries that may be included in the reference pricing basket. For example, the United Kingdom’s Drug Tariff lists its National Health Service’s reimbursement rate for prescription drugs and would be one potential source.6 As another option, states might seek to reference their prices against those of just one country, as long as that other country uses international reference pricing as a primary tool to control its prescription drug prices. A clear candidate might be Canada, which considers the prices charged for a drug in question in a set of other, comparable markets in determining whether a drug’s price is excessive.7 States ought to be cognizant of the fact that these data sources may not be complete, however, and may not reflect additional country-specific discounts that could be held as trade secrets.

Within the United States, if either the Trump Administration’s Medicare Part B International Pricing Index Model or the international reference price negotiation elements of the Elijah Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act becomes law (as described in more detail in Part III), states could reference those prices in setting their own upper payment limits.

II. Potential Legal Issues for State-Based International Reference Pricing Programs

Setting an upper payment limit on the basis of an international reference price raises a number of legal questions, regardless of which design choices a state elects. However, states can minimize or avoid these legal barriers through careful design of the relevant program. States should expect at least four legal hurdles to arise: preemption challenges arising under the patent statute, dormant commerce clause challenges, Medicaid barriers, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) arguments.

1. Federal Preemption Concerns Relating to the Patent Statute

A state seeking to implement an upper payment limit through international reference pricing can anticipate that manufacturers of patented drugs will argue that the state’s setting of the upper payment limit is preempted by federal patent law.8 Specifically, manufacturers will rely on Biotechnology Industry Organization v. District of Columbia,9 in which the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit invalidated on conflict preemption grounds10 a Washington, DC law preventing “patented prescription drug[s]” from being sold in Washington, DC “for an excessive price.”11 The statute further provided that a prima facie case of excessive pricing “shall be established where the wholesale price of a patented prescription drug” sold in Washington, DC is “30 percent higher than the comparable price” in the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, or Australia.12

Trade associations representing both biotechnology and pharmaceutical firms challenged the law’s constitutionality on several grounds, most importantly federal preemption. The associations contended that the law “stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of”13 the federal patent law and therefore ought to be struck down under the law of conflict preemption.14 The Federal Circuit agreed, concluding that the law’s specific focus on patented drugs functioned to “penaliz[e] high prices” and “limit[] the full exercise of the exclusionary power that derives from a patent.”15
State upper payment limits and the use of international reference pricing should not, however, trigger such preemption concerns for at least two reasons.

- First, legislative drafters should not limit their efforts to patented products alone. States may consider many other ways of selecting products for inclusion in a reference pricing system, but would be on strong legal ground if they avoided specifying patented products only. The Federal Circuit noted that states have broad, general police powers, and patent rights can be subordinated to the general exercise of state power. It was the specific, sole focus on patented products which proved fatal for the Washington, DC law.16

- Second, unlike the Washington, DC law, NASHP’s proposed legislation would not regulate the price a manufacturer is able to charge for a product. It would instead regulate the purchase of the product, setting the maximum price at which a payer is willing to provide reimbursement. The law would impose no limit on pharmaceutical companies’ ability to charge prices that exceed the reference pricing benchmark, but simply does not force payers to accept that price.

2. Dormant Commerce Clause Issues

States would likely also face dormant Commerce Clause (DCC) challenges to any upper payment limit system.17 Manufacturers would argue that the practice of setting a maximum price for drugs purchased by state or non-state payers is “designed to benefit in-state economic interests by burdening out-of-state competitors,”18 and therefore would fail under the DCC. Manufacturers would point specifically to Association for Accessible Medicines (AAM) v. Frosh,19 in which the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit invalidated Maryland’s law prohibiting “price gouging in the sale of an essential off-patent generic drug”20 because “it directly regulates transactions that take place outside Maryland.”21

AAM has not been without controversy. The Fourth Circuit invalidated Maryland’s law over a strong dissent arguing that the statute requires an in-state sale for its applicability.22 Further, there has been extensive scholarly criticism of the opinion’s legal analysis, meaning that states residing within other circuits might reasonably believe that the courts reviewing the constitutionality of an international reference pricing proposal might reach a different decision. However, it is also likely that AAM has served as a deterrent for other states interested in drug pricing reform, and that states should take additional steps to limit the potential impact of a DCC challenge.

States aiming to impose an upper payment limit would be on stronger legal ground if they explicitly limited the application of their program to in-state transactions, where the DCC has less applicability. The court in AAM specifically pointed to the Maryland law’s applicability to drugs “made available for sale” (emphasis added) rather than actually sold in Maryland as allowing Maryland to “enforce the Act against parties to a transaction that did not result in a single pill being shipped to Maryland”23 — in other words, burdening out-of-state transactions. The court distinguished other cases in which it had upheld similar statutes focused specifically on in-state transactions against DCC challenges.24
Manufacturers would still likely challenge a statute focused explicitly on in-state transactions, arguing that regulating the prices in-state payers pay manufacturers or wholesalers even for in-state transactions would by necessity be targeting sales “upstream from consumer retail sale” that will “occur almost exclusively outside the state.” This argument is driven by the complexity of the prescription drug supply chain. In other words, one argument could be that the manufacturer or wholesaler does not truly sell prescription drugs to the in-state payer itself, but instead sells the drugs to the pharmacy which then dispenses drugs to the patient under terms determined by the payer’s pharmacy benefit manager (PBM), on behalf of the payer. The PBM may be based in another state, and its negotiation with the manufacturer or wholesaler over prices may also occur out-of-state. As such, a manufacturer could argue that regulating a transaction between the manufacturer or wholesaler and payer nevertheless involves an out-of-state transaction.

As such, states seeking to implement an upper pricing limit through international reference pricing would be on even stronger legal grounds if they also regulated the terms of the sale of prescription drugs from the manufacturer or wholesaler to the retail pharmacy located in the state and/or the transaction where an in-state consumer is dispensed the drug by a retail pharmacy. These transactions would clearly be in-state transactions subject to the regulatory authority of the state, which has broad power to regulate pharmacy conduct. However, as noted above this approach may limit states’ ability to apply a reference pricing framework to drugs administered by physicians.

States might also expect manufacturers to raise another commerce clause issue in opposition to a state reference pricing system: the dormant foreign commerce clause. Specifically, states are limited in their ability to pass laws that apply to foreign commerce, because those laws have the potential to “frustrate the achievement of federal uniformity.” The relevant trade associations might well argue that a state reference pricing system would be unconstitutional under the foreign commerce clause.

However, the Supreme Court to date has applied the foreign commerce clause primarily in highly limited situations involving double taxation (by the states in addition to the federal government). Where there is an “enhanced risk of multiple taxation,” the court is particularly concerned that the federal government is able to “speak with one voice when regulating commercial relations with foreign governments.” In general, states are free to engage in commerce with foreign state actors in a wide range of areas. As the law in question here would not implicate double taxation issues, this is comparatively less likely to be a serious concern for states.

3. Medicaid Barriers

An additional set of legal complications arise in the context of state Medicaid plans. Seeking to implement upper payment limits through state Medicaid plans has both advantages and disadvantages relative to implementing these limits through other insured populations (including other state-funded populations, such as state employees). State Medicaid programs choosing to provide coverage for prescription drugs must cover essentially all US Food and Drug Administration-approved drugs. Yet because these coverage requirements place a great deal of bargaining power in the hands of pharmaceutical companies to set their own prices, these
coverage requirements come with preferred pricing benefits for states. States are entitled to obtain large statutory rebates off of a drug’s Average Manufacturer Price, and if the company in question offers even larger discounts to other private payers, Medicaid is entitled by law to that “best price” provided to another entity.32

First, due to these coverage requirements and terms, a state aiming to implement international reference pricing through its Medicaid program would need to obtain approval from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to do so. Under some versions of an international reference pricing approach, this approval would likely be easily granted. For instance, if the state sought only to use an international reference price as a trigger for close scrutiny and examination of the drug’s price, intending to result in a supplemental rebate agreement, the state might only need to submit a state plan amendment (SPA). This would likely be approved easily, as it resembles the innovative payment models other states have adopted to seek supplemental rebates.33

But if the state sought to impose an upper payment limit in its Medicaid program, the state would likely need to submit an 1115 waiver, asking CMS to waive the requirement that states cover essentially all FDA-approved drugs as it relates to the class of drugs for which states seek to apply this upper payment limit (as discussed below, in Part III.3). More specifically, the state would request that CMS permit it to decline to cover certain drugs in order to achieve greater bargaining authority with recalcitrant manufacturers who do not want to adhere to the international pricing index limit, while also retaining at least the mandatory minimum Medicaid rebates.

Such a request is within CMS’ authority to grant. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act permits CMS to waive compliance with “any of the requirements of section … 1902” of the Act to enable states to engage in “any experimental, pilot, or demonstration project which … is likely to assist in promoting the objectives of” the Act.34 One of the requirements of section 1902 is for states to “comply with the applicable requirements of section 1927,” which governs the provision of Medicaid funding for outpatient prescription drugs.35 States may seek to waive that requirement, as it incorporates section 1927, enabling them to decline to cover essentially all approved drugs while also retaining the mandatory minimum rebates.

CMS’ authority to grant these waivers is not without controversy from the agency’s perspective. As recently as 2018, CMS had declined to approve an 1115 waiver from Massachusetts that made this request (although not for international pricing index reasons).36 Importantly, though, in rejecting Massachusetts’ request, CMS did not claim that it lacked the legal authority to grant such a waiver. Subsequently, in January 2020, in articulating to states how they might pursue a Medicaid block grant program with CMS, CMS explained that it would be willing to permit states to engage in just this practice — decline to cover certain drugs but retain the mandatory minimum Medicaid rebates.37 Although CMS has claimed that these waivers are only obtainable within the context of the block grant program,38 there is no clear legal reason why that should be the case. In other words, the relevant statutory section can be waived independently of a block grant program.
A related set of concerns involves the Medicaid best-price requirement. States seeking to use international reference pricing for their state employees, correctional populations, or in other groups of beneficiaries might find that the international reference price would trigger the manufacturer’s best-price obligations in the Medicaid program, depending on the Medicaid price as compared to the target international price. If so, a manufacturer that agreed to sell its product at the internationally benchmarked price to a state employee plan might then need to offer that price to all state Medicaid programs nationwide. In some cases (such as for products with high Medicaid market share), states might be concerned about a manufacturer’s willingness to walk away from their market (as discussed below, in Part III.4), and they might provide a fallback price of a state’s mandated Medicaid rebate adjusted for the relevant inflationary penalty as an alternative.

A state implementing an international pricing index in the Medicaid context under either of the above situations should seek to do so through a supplemental rebate agreement model. Such an agreement would enable a state to achieve a lower price for a particular product without fear of triggering Medicaid best-price obligations in other states.

4. ERISA Preemption Challenges

As noted above, states seeking not only to establish an upper payment limit but also to extend it to private ERISA plans should consider doing so on an opt-in basis. Because states’ ability to regulate private health insurance is limited in the context of self-funded insurance plans, requiring ERISA plans to adopt the international reference-pricing approach would likely lead to ERISA preemption challenges. These challenges would not apply to the state’s establishment of the limit in the context of public programs or private, non-ERISA plans, but the large size of the patient population receiving insurance through ERISA plans makes this a potentially concerning limitation for states in their ability to extend the benefits of such a program to many of their citizens.

To be sure, the effect of a successful ERISA preemption challenge would be to exclude self-funded ERISA plans from the scope of the state law, rather than to invalidate the law wholesale. Further, it is possible that ERISA plan sponsors would not even seek to challenge the law, if it enables them to obtain better prices than they would otherwise be able to obtain. But as states draft these bills, they should therefore consider 1) extending upper payment limits to ERISA plans on an opt-in basis, 2) clearly separating out the provisions of the law relating to public and private payers, and 3) including an explicit severability clause providing that the invalidation of any provision of the law would not affect the remaining portions of the statute.

III. Implementing State-Based International Reference Pricing

States seeking to adopt an upper payment limit through international reference pricing face a number of additional implementation choices. Although this brief cannot provide an analysis of every such issue, five are likely to be of particular interest to states: which countries to include as reference points, the target price to be paid, which drugs to include in the program, what
remedies to impose on manufacturers who resist the structure, and how to ensure cost savings accrue to patients as well as plans.

Several of these practical implementation choices are likely to require states to bring to bear expert advice and opinions. Particularly as states must identify applicable countries, develop pricing data, and evaluate the set of drugs to which to apply the reference pricing framework, being able to call on experts to evaluate and provide guidance on these issues will be key to their implementation. In many instances, states may be able to make high-level political decisions (such as regarding which countries to include in the framework) and devolve operational issues to insurers, pharmacy benefit managers, or other actors within the system. Organizations like NASHP may be able to provide additional convening structures to support states in their efforts.

Initially, states might look to at least two examples of recent proposals for international reference pricing at the federal level for inspiration as to the answers to these questions. First, in October 2018, the Trump Administration introduced an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) that, if finalized, would implement an international reference pricing proposal for prescription drugs reimbursed through Medicare Part B. In essence, the amount Medicare reimburses a set of private sector vendors for Part B drugs would be tied to an international reference price, with the goal of reducing Part B spending by 30 percent. As of mid-April 2020, however, the administration has not yet moved forward with the proposal.

Second, in December 2019, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 3, the Elijah Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act. One of the act’s three pillars provides the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) with the authority to negotiate the price of prescription drugs, and the Act creates an international pricing index to be used as a target price ceiling in those negotiations.

1. Applicable Countries for Reference Pricing

Any state seeking to adopt an international reference pricing program must choose the basket of international prices to use as a benchmark. The Trump administration’s ANPRM considered using pricing data from 16 countries: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. H.R. 3 selected just six countries to target: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom. Many other countries around the world also use international reference pricing as part of their process for determining reimbursement rates for prescription drugs, but they have all selected different sets of countries to target.

As states select countries to include in their basket, they might be attentive to several factors used by other countries as they select their own comparator countries. Many regulators select countries for inclusion which have comparable gross domestic product (GDP) levels or similar economic conditions. Ethical considerations suggest that states should similarly include only countries with comparable GDPs within their reference-pricing basket, following both the Trump Administration and the Democratic majority in the House of Representatives. Including countries with much lower GDPs within the benchmarking analysis could jeopardize the access to
essential medicines of citizens of those countries, whose leaders may have fewer resources to bring to bear on the problem.

From a more practical perspective, regulators might also seek to include countries where existing, accessible data sources contain pricing information. Particularly if states are concerned about the possible trade secrecy concerns as above, data availability may be a salient factor to consider. There is no one answer to the particular countries states should include, but administrability and comparability are certainly relevant issues.

States must also consider a range of practical questions related to the selection of countries. For instance, determining how often to update the relevant reference prices and considering how to deal with new products that may enter the US market but lack sufficient comparable international data to select a relevant reference price. H.R. 3 explicitly considered the possibility that an international pricing index could not yet be calculated for a drug subject to negotiation and required future rebates from manufacturers if the US price exceeds 200 percent of the later-available international price.

2. Identifying a Target Price

States must select not only which countries to use as international reference targets, but also how they will seek to benchmark their own prices as against those other countries. For instance, H.R. 3 uses its international reference-pricing approach to set a price ceiling: the HHS Secretary is not permitted to accept a negotiated price that exceeds 1.2-times the volume-weighted average of the drug’s price in the relevant countries. Other countries in their reference-pricing models may use the lowest price in their reference basket, or the mean or median.

States seeking to apply reference pricing to in-state, non-Medicaid public programs or to private non-ERISA plans should be aware that doing so may have a range of effects beyond the reference pricing upper payment limit itself. As noted in Part II.3 above, the choice of a reference price might impact the calculation of a Medicaid best price.

3. Selecting Drugs for Program Inclusion

States must also decide which drugs will be candidates for inclusion in their reference-pricing programs. There is a broad range of possibilities that states may consider in answering this question. States may decide that any drug purchased in a relevant, in-state transaction should be subjected to an upper payment limit, hewing more closely to the approach taken by the Trump Administration in its ANPRM and suggesting that any Medicare Part B products ought to be subject to their international pricing index.

Other states may opt to restrict the reach of the reference-pricing approach only to the drugs that are the most costly to public payers or have particular public salience (such as insulin). This approach would more closely resemble the decision of House Democrats to instruct the HHS Secretary to engage in a time-intensive negotiation process involving an international pricing index but limiting that inquiry to a particularly costly set of 250 drugs.
Another approach would use international reference pricing for drugs whose manufacturers raise their prices beyond a specified amount in a particular time frame. H.R. 3 requires manufacturers who raise the relevant prices of their drugs sold in Medicare Part B or Part D more rapidly than inflation to either lower their prices or repay the additional amount above inflation back to the federal government in the form of a rebate. The drug pricing package approved by the Senate Finance Committee, under the leadership of Chairman Chuck Grassley and Ranking Member Ron Wyden, similarly includes a penalty for price increases outpacing inflation in both Part B and Part D. Here, states might use such price increases as a trigger for international reference pricing.

Most importantly, any criteria that states articulate for selecting a set of drugs for program inclusion should be phrased generally. The Washington, DC price-setting law that was struck down on conflict preemption grounds, as discussed above, encountered legal trouble precisely because it specifically targeted patented products. A statute that applied broadly would be less likely to face such trouble.

4. Remedies for Manufacturer Noncompliance

States can expect that pharmaceutical manufacturers will be resistant to the setting of the upper payment limit, and may seek to find ways to prevent its imposition (including lobbying against the passage of the legislation and bringing legal challenges grounded in some or all of the above theories). But even once such a law is enacted, manufacturers may threaten to refuse to sell some or all of their drugs in states with such payment limits. To be sure, manufacturers are in fact willing to sell their products at the relevant prices in other countries, and they do earn profits at those prices. As such, it is unlikely that any company would follow through on such a threat, but they might well make it.

In response to such concerns, states can take a number of actions. First, states might take a lesson from the House Democrats’ bill (as described above) and assess a civil penalty for firms which refuse to comply with the upper payment limit. Second, at least some states may have consumer protection laws which could form the basis of a lawsuit against a recalcitrant manufacturer, with the state arguing that setting US-based prices many times higher than the prices charged in other countries may constitute an unfair trade practice. Third and relatedly, states might seek creative antitrust remedies against manufacturers who refuse to deal with them on the same terms they deal with foreign payers. Fourth, states might encourage the federal government to take various types of actions relating to manufacturer noncompliance, including everything from oversight and investigations to patent review and compulsory licensing.

5. Ensuring Benefits Accrue to Patients

State programs that seek to lower the costs of prescription drugs must seek to lower patients’ out of pocket costs, in addition to decreasing state or private payer spending, as today far too many patients experience difficulty affording their medications. The savings accruing from an international reference pricing program should be passed along to patients where legally feasible. This might most usefully be done through premiums, copays, or a combination of the two. That is, one approach would require payers to share their savings with patients and spread those...
savings out by lowering premiums for all beneficiaries. Payers might separately seek to pass through savings to the beneficiaries consuming the products with the largest cost savings, so that their pharmaceutical costs are reduced accordingly. These benefits would be less impactful for those whose out-of-pocket costs are tightly controlled by law, such as Medicaid beneficiaries.65

IV. Summary of Recommendations for State Policymakers

States seeking to implement an international reference pricing program will undoubtedly face both administrative and legal challenges in doing so, but the potential benefits for patient access and for drug pricing and spending are potentially very large. State policymakers ought to consider the following recommendations as they design and implement these programs.

**Design Recommendations for State-Based International Reference-Pricing Approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Which populations should be included?** | • Option 1: Citizens covered by publicly provided insurance, including public employees  
  • Option 2: State Medicaid populations, including people who may be incarcerated if organized as a 340B facility  
  • Option 3: Citizens covered by private non-ERISA plans, permit ERISA plans to opt in |
| **Which transaction should be regulated?** | • Option 1: Those that are purchased within the state by regulated payers  
  • Option 2: In-state sales involving retail pharmacy facilities |
| **How should pricing data be obtained?** | • MIDAS  
  • If not feasible, publicly available databases including the UK’s Drug Tariff lists. (Note: this choice would limit states’ decisions regarding countries to include in their reference-pricing comparisons.) |
| **Which countries should be included in the reference pricing basket?** | • Countries with comparable GDPs  
  • Countries whose pricing information is more readily obtainable  
  • Keeping the sample size small (closer to H.R. 3’s list of six than the Trump Administration’s list of sixteen) may help mitigate administrative burdens |
| **How should a target price be identified?** | • Articulate budgetary limitations and set of products to include in the program |
| Which products should be included in the reference pricing program? | • Option 1 (preferred): Any drug subject to a relevant in-state transaction, whether or not it is covered by patents or other regulatory exclusivities  
• Option 2: A more limited set of drugs which are the most costly for the relevant payers  
• Option 3: Drugs whose manufacturers engage in price increases beyond a certain, specified threshold  
• In any of these situations, the statute should not be limited to patented products only. |
| Other | • Consider including civil penalties or fines to strengthen the state’s ability to respond to threatened manufacturer noncompliance.  
• Ensure benefits are passed through to patients, rather than accruing entirely to payers. |
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